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Abstract: A comprehensive wind tunnel experimental study for 4:12-sloped hip roofs of L- and 13 

T-shaped low buildings was carried out in a simulated open terrain exposure to examine wind load 14 

characteristics and assess the applicability of wind provisions specified by ASCE-7 for such geometries. 15 

Results show that considering roof shape effects, hip roofs with rectangular or complex plans perform 16 

differently from rectangular gable roofs and incur smaller local and area-averaged suction. For L- and 17 

T-shaped hip roofs, distinctive pressure distributions occur, particularly along roof eaves near building 18 

re-entrant corners, where considerable suction appears for the wind blowing towards these building 19 

re-entrant corners. Furthermore, the building length-to-width aspect ratio effects are in most cases 20 

moderate. Generally, ASCE-7 wind provisions are adequate for L- and T-shaped hip roofs, except for 21 

the edge zone along ridge and hip with large areas, for which measured values exceed the 22 

code-specified wind pressure coefficients. Finally, it was found more appropriate to utilize the entire L- 23 

or T- shaped roof dimensions, as opposed to the rectangular section only, to determine the least 24 

horizontal dimension of such non-rectangular hip roofs for the definition of roof zones. 25 
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Introduction 28 

Low-rise buildings constructed for residential, industrial and other purposes form the majority of 29 

structures around the world. However, wind-induced damage to roof corners and edges has frequently 30 

happened (Lin and Surry 1998; Uematsu and Isyumov 1999; Gavanski et al. 2013), especially during 31 

extreme wind hurricane events (Van de Lindt et al. 2007). To improve the structural safety, extensive 32 

wind tunnel studies have been conducted (as comprehensively summarized in Stathopoulos 1984a; 33 

Uematsu and Isyumov 1999, etc.). In fact, roof shapes have been considered as a critical factor in 34 

wind-induced pressures (Stathopoulos 2003), as they alter the wind separation significantly. Among the 35 

wind tunnel studies examining roof shapes, most focused on those with flat or gable roofs (e.g., 36 

Holmes 1983; Kanda and Maruta 1993; Holmes 1994; Lin et al. 1995; Case and Isyumov 1998; 37 

Stathopoulos and Wang 2001; Alrawashdeh and Stathopoulos 2015). A limited number of studies 38 

examined the aerodynamic performance of rectangular hip roofs (Meecham et al. 1991; Xu and 39 

Reardon 1998; Ahmad and Kumar 2002 and Gavanski et al. 2013). Although other roof configurations 40 

have also been studied, such as stepped roofs (e.g., Stathopoulos and Luchian 1990), mono-slope roofs 41 

(e.g., Stathopoulos and Mohammadian 1986) and multi-span roofs (e.g., Stathopoulos and Saathoff 42 

1991), the majority of the tested models were based on rectangular building plans. 43 

With very few exceptions, research has not paid attention to roof pressures of L- or T-shaped low 44 

buildings (Stathopoulos and Zhou 1993; Kikuchi et al. 2001; Tao et al. 2011; Nie et al. 2016). A 45 

numerical pressure prediction model for a symmetrical L-shaped building with a flat roof was 46 

presented by Stathopoulos and Zhou (1993). Results under the normal wind direction were found 47 

similar for L-shaped and rectangular buildings, while differences were observed for oblique wind cases. 48 

Kikuchi et al. (2001) investigated the wind pressure distributions and the applicability of AIJ (1993) 49 



 

 

Recommendations for L-shaped flat-roofed low- and mid-rise models. It was recognized that 50 

interaction of conical vortices shed from windward corners and the upwind wing influences local 51 

pressure distributions on L-shaped models. Moreover, the AIJ (1993) Recommendations seem to 52 

underestimate the actual values and areas of local pressures. Recently, two types of L-shaped low 53 

building models were examined in wind tunnel studies by Tao et al. (2011). These contained (1) two 54 

gable-roofed building wings with roof slope angles from 21.8o to 47o; (2) one building wing consisted 55 

of a 30o-sloped hip roof and the other wing with a 41o-sloped gable roof. The study found that the 56 

critical suction intensifies with the decrease in roof slope. Additionally, Nie et al. (2016) investigated 57 

only mean wind pressure distributions for eleven gable-roofed T-shaped models with roof angles 58 

ranging from 15o to 60o and one 30o-sloped hip-roofed configuration through numerical and wind 59 

tunnel test methods. Results showed that roof pitches and wind directions influence the roof wind 60 

pressures considerably. Generally, all these related studies mainly concentrated on non-rectangular flat, 61 

gable or steep hip roofs (roof inclination angle larger than 30o). Therefore, it is still questionable how 62 

L- or T-shaped buildings with 4:12 (18.4o) sloped hip roofs, and other complex-roofed buildings 63 

perform when subjected to high wind. 64 

The lack of comprehensive research for L- and T-shaped buildings also influences the field of 65 

practical design. Wind provisions of codes and standards (e.g., CEN 2004; ASCE-7 2010; NBCC 2015) 66 

focus on rectangular buildings and do not include provisions for L- or T-shaped structures. Whether 67 

these provisions are applicable to complex L- and T-shaped cases remains an open question. Hence, an 68 

effective comparison between the measured data of such complex buildings and the related pressure 69 

coefficients provided by the wind standards and codes of practice is necessary. 70 

The paper describes a series of wind tunnel parametric evaluations of the wind pressures on 71 



 

 

rectangular, L- and T-shaped low building models with 4:12 sloped gable (only for the rectangular case) 72 

or hip roofs, regarding different wind directions, roof shapes and length-to-width aspect ratios. The 73 

purposes of this study are to provide the necessary information about the characteristics of roof wind 74 

pressures of L- and T-shaped hip-roofed low-rise buildings; and to examine the applicability of wind 75 

provisions specified by the American standard (ASCE-7 2010) for roof components and cladding of 76 

non-rectangular buildings. 77 

Experimental Setup 78 

Building models 79 

Twenty gable- or hip-roofed low-rise building models with rectangular, L- and T-shaped plan 80 

views were constructed at a scale of 1:200. This length scale was examined to be permissible for both 81 

local and area loads (Stathopoulos and Surry 1983). All models (one rectangular gable-roofed, four 82 

rectangular and fifteen complex hip-roofed cases) have a 4:12 pitch roof angle, a full-scale equivalent 83 

mean roof height of 5.8 m and horizontal dimensions ranging from 10 m to 40 m. Figure 1 presents the 84 

plan views, model dimensions, pressure tap layouts and the definition of wind directions for all model 85 

configurations. Five L-shaped models with various horizontal aspect ratios L:W, namely 7:7, 9:7, 11:7, 86 

9:9 and 11:9 were tested. Ten T-shaped buildings, with dimensions L and L’ ranging from 22.5 m to 87 

40.0 m, and width W varying between 17.5 m and 32.5 m in full scale were examined. 88 

Considering the symmetry of the model, the investigated wind directions ranged from 0o to 180o 89 

or 0o to 350o, with 5o or 10o intervals, as shown in Fig. 1. Wind tunnel test data were collected from two 90 

types of basic tested models with 32 and 52 pressure taps on the gable and hip roofs, respectively, as 91 

indicated in Fig. 2 (a). The basic models with as many pressure taps as possible are combined with 92 

component models of similar geometries (as seen in Fig. 2 (b)) to form the complete rectangular, L- or 93 



 

 

T-shaped models and scan critical pressure on roof end components as shown in Fig. 2 (c). Pressure 94 

taps have been deliberately concentrated on roof edges, ridges and corners, where the most critical 95 

suction is anticipated. Note that more than 40 modular tests were carried out to cover more critical and 96 

distinctive roof regions and wind cases, except those on interior cross roof sections, considering the 97 

less probable occurrence of critical suction along valleys and other areas on these roof blocks for 98 

current building configurations (Tao et al. 2011; Nie et al. 2016). 99 

Boundary layer wind tunnel simulation 100 

The experiments were conducted in the boundary layer wind tunnel of the Building Aerodynamics 101 

Laboratory, Concordia University. This low-speed straight-flow wind tunnel has a working section of 102 

1.8 m in width, 12.2 m in length and a variable height ranging from 1.4 m to 1.8 m, as seen in Fig. 3 103 

with an installed tested building model. More detailed information about the wind tunnel construction 104 

and simulation can be found in Stathopoulos (1984b). In this study, the open country exposure 105 

(roughness length 0.01 moz  ) was used, since a building is generally immersed in larger wind 106 

velocities and consequently experiences more critical wind pressures in this exposure condition 107 

(Stathopoulos 1984a; Case and Isyumov 1998; Gavanski et al. 2013). Accordingly, the wind speed 108 

characteristics are assumed to follow the power-law model with an exponent   of 0.15. The wind 109 

velocity at the gradient height ( GZ 60 cm) was 11.0 m/s ( GV ). Figure 4 depicts the profiles of mean 110 

wind velocity, referenced at the gradient height ( Z GV /V ) and turbulence intensity ( UI ) at the 111 

experimental section. Measurements were carried out by using the 4-hole Cobra probe (TFI). 112 

Pressure measurements and pressure coefficients 113 

The pressure fluctuations on the envelope of the models were measured with Scanivalve’s 114 

pneumatic modules (ZOC33/64Px), each of which was factory-designed to scan 64 pressure taps 115 



 

 

simultaneously and handle the digital service module (DSM 3400). Every pressure tap is implanted by 116 

a 15 mm length brass tube with 0.8 mm interior diameter. Moreover, the surface wind pressures are 117 

measured by connecting these brass tubes with the ZOC33/64Px through the 550 mm length flexible 118 

plastic tubes with exterior and interior diameters of 2.18 mm and 1.37 mm. The traditional brass 119 

restrictors were used within the plastic tubes at the distance of 300 mm away from the pressure taps to 120 

correct the measured data for the frequency response effect of the tubing system (e.g., Stathopoulos and 121 

Saathoff 1991). The sampling rate and duration of each record are 300 Hz (300 samples per second) 122 

and 27 seconds on a wind-tunnel scale corresponding to approximately 0.5 hours in full scale, 123 

assuming a velocity scale in the wind tunnel of about 1:3. 124 

The measured instantaneous pressure coefficient (t)PC  for each pressure tap on the roof was 125 

normalized by the mean dynamic pressure at the reference height (mean roof height h, 5.8 m in full 126 

scale) and expressed as, 127 

 0
2
ref

(t)
(t)

0.5ρVP

P P
C


  (1) 128 

where (t)P  is the measured pressure time history; 0P  and refV  are the static pressure and mean 129 

wind velocity at the reference height, respectively; ρ  is the air density. 130 

Peak pressure coefficient determination and equivalent coefficient eq( )pGC  131 

Typically, wind pressures on roof surfaces of low-rise buildings show mild or strong non-Gaussian 132 

characteristics (Stathopoulos 1980; Holmes 1981; Li et al. 1999; Gioffrè et al. 2000; Kumar and 133 

Stathopoulos 2000; Holmes and Cochran 2003; Cope et al. 2005). Several methods were presented to 134 

determine expected peak values of non-Gaussian histories (e.g., Sadek and Simiu 2002; Yang et al. 135 

2013; Ding and Chen 2015; Yang and Tian 2015). In this study, negative peak pressure coefficients 136 

were estimated by the moment-based translation method (Yang et al. 2013; Ding and Chen 2015). 137 



 

 

Specifically, a standardized non-Gaussian process x  can be related to an underlying standardized 138 

Gaussian process u  (Grigoriu 1984) as, 139 

 1( ) or ( )x g u u g x   (2) 140 

where ()g  is a translation function and 1()g  is the inverse function of ()g . Consequently, the 141 

non-Gaussian peak value estimation can be translated into corresponding Gaussian peak value 142 

estimation through a monotonic and increasing function ()g . Moreover, these translation processes 143 

can be determined by Eqs. (3) and (4) for non-Gaussian processes of softening ( softeningx , kurtosis larger 144 

than 3) and hardening ( hardeningx , kurtosis smaller than 3), respectively (Winterstein 1988; Ding and 145 

Chen 2015). 146 

 2 3
softening 3 4( ) [ ( 1) ( 3 )]x g u k u h u h u u       (3) 147 

    1 2 3
hardening 2 hardening 3 hardening 3 hardening 4 hardening 4 hardening 3( ) 1u g x b x b x m x b x m x m         (4) 148 

where 3m  and 4m  are skewness and kurtosis coefficients of x , respectively; 3h , 4h , k  and 2b , 149 

3b , 4b  are the model coefficients for softening and hardening processes, respectively. These model 150 

coefficients can be calculated by solving nonlinear equations for target unit variance, skewness 3m  151 

and kurtosis 4m  of x  (Winterstein and Kashef 2000). In this study, these model coefficients were 152 

obtained based on numerical solutions addressed in Yang et al. (2013) and Ding and Chen (2015). The 153 

peak estimation has been examined to be efficient and accurate consistently for both mildly and 154 

strongly non-Gaussian wind pressures on complex roofs of low buildings, as also presented in Peng et 155 

al. (2014). Note that, the skewness mapping method (Peng et al. 2014), which was also verified in Liu 156 

et al. (2017), was applied to those cases beyond the monotonic application region of the moment-based 157 

translation model. 158 

Additionally, when compared with wind provisions of ASCE-7 (2010), the experimental negative 159 



 

 

peak pressure coefficients ˆ
pC  have been converted into the equivalent coefficients of eq( )pGC  160 

through a normalized process, following the methodology of St. Pierre et al. (2005) and Gavanski and 161 

Uematsu (2014). The conversion is shown as follows, 162 
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where eqF  in Eq. (5) can be broken down into, 164 
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and ztK , zK , dK  and I denote in ASCE-7 (2010) the topographic factor, velocity pressure exposure 166 

factor evaluated at mean roof height, wind directionality factor and importance factor, respectively. The 167 

directionality factor dK  was assumed to be 1.0, as the reduction of the directionality effects on peak 168 

wind pressures was not considered in the current study. The assumption of zt 1.0K I   was made to 169 

reflect common situations. The factor zK  was calculated to be 0.89, based on the 5.8 m reference 170 

height and open terrain in ASCE-7 (2010). It should be noted that the first velocity ratio in Eq. (6) was 171 

taken from the measured wind speed profile in the present tests. The second velocity ratio term was 172 

calculated approximately using mean-hourly wind speed model of Engineering Science Data Unit 173 

(ESDU 1982) based on the derivations of (Deaves 1981; Irwin 2006). Finally, the third ratio has been 174 

obtained from the Durst curve as shown in ASCE-7 (2010) (FIGURE C26.5-1). The factor eqF  in Eq. 175 

(5) was determined as 0.43 for the present study. 176 

Validation of measured data 177 

In this section, some partial validation of measured data has been discussed through the 178 

comparisons with previous research results (Holmes 1983; Meecham et al. 1991; Xu and Reardon 1998 179 

and Gavanski et al. 2013) as summarized in Table 1. Figure 5 shows mean pressure coefficients on the 180 



 

 

gable-roofed model with a roof angle of 15o (Holmes 1983) and similar coefficients from the present 181 

study for a model with the roof angle of 18.4o (4:12 slope), for two wind directions, 0o and 90o. Despite 182 

the differences of the model configurations and the upstream terrain conditions, a good general 183 

agreement on the trend and magnitude of mean pressure results is shown. For hip-roofed buildings, Fig. 184 

6 depicts a comparison of mean pressure distributions for hip roofs for 0o, 45o and 90o wind directions 185 

presented by Meecham et al. (1991), Gavanski et al. (2013) and the present study with the same roof 186 

slopes and simulated roughness length ( oz ). For each wind direction, good similarities can be found for 187 

critical pressure areas and values. However, some differences are also found for the leading windward 188 

edges compared with Meecham et al. (1991) for 90o wind and around the windward/leeward eave 189 

edges compared with Gavanski et al. (2013) under 45o wind. These are mainly attributed to the 190 

different building dimensions and pressure tap densities, which affect the pressure magnitudes and the 191 

result contours. 192 

Furthermore, the most critical pressure coefficients regardless of wind direction are shown in Fig. 193 

7 (a) - (b), compared with Holmes (1983) for the gable roof, and Xu and Reardon (1998) for the hip 194 

roof, respectively. Generally, the peak pressure coefficients match well for both gable and hip roofs, 195 

although somewhat higher peak suction is shown in Holmes (1983), and Xu and Reardon (1998) for 196 

some areas, such as eave corners. This may be attributed to the influence of different geometries, 197 

pressure tap arrangements and especially, the rougher exposure terrains used in the previous studies, 198 

which induce more intensive peak pressure coefficients (Stathopoulos and Wang 2001), due to the 199 

smaller reference velocity pressure ( 2
ref0.5ρV ) as expressed in Eq. (1). 200 

In general, the aforementioned comparative process responds well to the reliability and validity of 201 

the present test data and peak value estimation for rectangular roof configurations. 202 



 

 

Basic Aerodynamics and Wind Load Distributions 203 

Rectangular buildings with gable or hip roofs 204 

Figure 8 presents the roof pressure distributions of the rectangular gable-roofed building (L:W=4:2) 205 

and two hip-roofed buildings (L:W=3:2 and 5:2), for typical wind directions θ of 0o, 45o, 90o. Note that, 206 

by using symmetry, the mean and peak pressure coefficients are presented on the upper and lower parts 207 

of each diagram, respectively for each wind direction. Similar trends between mean and peak pressure 208 

results for each model are found for all wind directions, similar to the findings of Ahmad and Kumar 209 

(2002), and Gavanski et al. (2013). 210 

For the gable roof presented in Fig. 8, large mean or peak suction appears around the windward 211 

leading edges when wind directions are perpendicular or parallel to the ridge (θ=0o or 90o), as do 212 

leeward areas of the ridge with the oblique approach wind (θ=45o). Previous research (e.g., Kanda and 213 

Maruta 1993; Stathopoulos and Wang 2001; Gavanski et al. 2013) focused on roof slope angle effects 214 

on vortex generations around the gable-roofed buildings, which influence the wind-induced pressures. 215 

In this study, the intermediate roof slope (4:12, 18.4o) frequently leads to two successive wind 216 

separations at the leading windward edge and ridge, as clearly indicated in Fig. 8 (θ=0o). In addition, 217 

for the oblique approach wind (θ=45o), critical mean and suction with larger pressure gradients occur at 218 

the leeward part of the ridge, compared to the results near the windward edge, for the 90o wind. These 219 

are mainly attributed to the interaction of vortices (from leading edge separation) and bubbles (from 220 

secondary separation at the ridge). 221 

Regarding the hip roofs in Fig. 8, when the wind is perpendicular to one of the walls (θ=0o and 222 

90o), intense suction is observed along the eaves or hip end edges. Moderate secondary flow 223 

separations at the ridge and hip lines are indicated, similar to those of the gable roof. For the oblique 224 



 

 

wind direction (θ=45o), the corner vortices, which appear on gable-roofed edges, are not clear here, 225 

mainly due to the sloped hipped-end surfaces. However, significant negative wind pressures (suction) 226 

occur at the leeward parts of the ridge and hip lines. In essence, the hip lines act to some extent like 227 

another ridge lines (Xu and Reardon 1998; Gavanski et al. 2013). In absolute terms, the most critical 228 

suction at the leeward ridge and hip lines decreases nearly 40%, in comparison to the gable roof suction 229 

at similar locations. Clearly, as previously found, the hip roof performs better aerodynamically for the 230 

wind-resistance of roofs (Meecham et al. 1991; Xu and Reardon 1998; Gavanski et al. 2013). Also, the 231 

length-to-width aspect ratio effects on wind load distributions are minimal, as mentioned by 232 

Stathopoulos (1984a). Quite similar trends and magnitudes are found not only for the two geometries of 233 

hip roofs shown in Fig. 8, but also for other hip-roofed cases (L/W, ranging from 1.5 to 3.0), which are 234 

not presented in this paper. 235 

Complex L-shaped buildings 236 

Two sets of L-shaped buildings (L:W=7:7 and L:W=11:7) are selected as typical examples to 237 

present the basic aerodynamics and wind load distributions, based on the investigations into all five 238 

tested buildings - see Fig. 1. Mean and peak pressure coefficients referenced to the “mean roof height” 239 

are presented in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, for wind directions, θ of 0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o, 225o, 240 

270o and 315o. 241 

Generally, similar to the rectangular cases, relatively intensive suction is observed around the 242 

leading windward edges and leeward ridge/hip lines. The length-to-width ratio, L/W (ranging from 1.0 243 

to 1.6) has a slight effect on the mean and peak wind pressures for L-shaped roofs. Also, mean and 244 

peak pressures for each L-shaped roof keep similar patterns. Therefore, the following discussion 245 

mainly refers to the peak wind pressures (suction). 246 



 

 

Specifically, the eight wind directions considered for L-shaped buildings in Figs. 9 and 10 could 247 

be examined into two groups, according to the relative locations of building re-entrant corners (roof 248 

valleys): 249 

(1) For θ=180o or 270o, 135o or 315o and 225o, the re-entrant corners of L-shape buildings are on 250 

the leeward sides. Under these wind cases, minimal differences in pressure coefficients of upwind roof 251 

blocks are found between L-shaped and rectangular buildings with hip roofs. In absolute terms, large 252 

peak pressure coefficients ranging from -2.4 to -2.8 appear along the lee of hip and ridge lines for 253 

oblique wind directions (135o, 315o and 225o). Furthermore, in the cases of wind azimuths normal to 254 

walls (θ=180o and 270o), more critical suction (with pressure coefficients of -3.0, approximately) is 255 

found on windward roof edges; whereas for the downwind roof blocks, the suction and pressure 256 

gradient decrease considerably. Particularly, for wind attack angles of 135o or 315o, wind pressure 257 

coefficients along the eave near the valley on the downwind block decrease significantly and even 258 

positive mean pressure coefficients as large as +0.2 appear. This indicates that the wind flow along the 259 

downwind eave edge has been changed, mainly due to the influence of the upwind block. 260 

Correspondingly, the wind separation zone is reduced considerably. However, this impact on wind 261 

secondary separation at ridge/hip lines of the downwind block is not significant. 262 

(2) Regarding wind directions of 0o or 90o and 45o, wind directs into the roof valley. Consequently, 263 

distinctive wind pressure characteristics on the sides of roof valleys for both upwind and downwind 264 

roof blocks are observed. For instance, under the wind acting vertically on the hip-end face (θ=0o or 265 

90o), extreme suction decreases almost 30% on this leading windward edge of the hip-end block, and 266 

even disappears at its roof corner on the side of the valley, compared with rectangular cases. Moreover, 267 

nearly 40% reduction in the critical pressure occurs along the leeward hip line also on the side of the 268 



 

 

valley. In addition, particularly intensive negative pressure coefficients of approximately -2.0 are 269 

observed along the roof eave parallel to wind near the roof valley. However, peak pressure coefficients 270 

around -3.0 on the windward roof eave vertical to the wind show a better agreement with those of the 271 

rectangular cases and are hardly influenced by the upwind blocks. Generally, the most particular wind 272 

direction is 45o, for which large negative mean and peak pressure coefficients of -1.5 and -3.5 occur on 273 

both roof eaves near the valleys due to the increased wind separation induced by the two vertical 274 

building blocks. With the increase in the building block length, the critical values near the roof 275 

re-entrant corner keep relatively stable but suction reduces gradually away from the valley. 276 

Complex T-shaped buildings 277 

Based on the consideration of results from all 10 T-shaped models - see Fig. 1 - under each wind 278 

direction, three sets of mean and peak pressure coefficients for T-shaped models with aspect ratios of 279 

L:L’:W=7:3:7, 7:3:9 and 9:3:9 under representative wind directions of 0o, 45o, 135o are chosen and 280 

presented in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. These three building models and wind directions can 281 

represent the cases of critical pressure features and wind conditions. In addition to making T-shaped 282 

building comparisons, the results of one basic L-shaped model (L:W=7:7) are also included in the 283 

comparisons. 284 

In general, T-shaped buildings act to some extent like those of L-shaped plans in most cases, with 285 

similar wind conditions, since current T-shaped models can be considered as a combination of 286 

L-shaped models. Concretely, regarding the 0o wind direction, the upwind hip-end roof block and the 287 

other right (or left) downwind block consist of an L-shaped model, and very similar findings are 288 

presented, here. For instance, respective peak suction reduction and increase along windward hip-end 289 

edges and right (or left) roof eaves occur on this upwind roof block of the T-shaped model, as well as 290 



 

 

those L-shaped cases. Moreover, the previously mentioned suction reduction at the lee of hip line on 291 

the side of the valley of the L-shaped roof is also observed along the left and right hip lines on this 292 

upwind roof block of the T-shaped case. Regarding the wind directions of 45o and 135o, the surface 293 

pressure features of T-shaped roofs can be divided into the combinations of an L-shaped roof 294 

component at the right side and a rectangular hip-end component at the left side. The pressure 295 

distributions of this right hypothetical L-shaped roof component (e.g., θ=45o) shown in Figs. 11 and 12, 296 

match those of the actual L-shaped building with θ=45o, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. 297 

Moreover, the left hypothetical rectangular hip-end component (e.g., θ=45o) can also be considered as 298 

the corresponding left building component of an actual L-shaped building under 135o wind direction. 299 

These findings are also appropriate for T-shaped models, under different wind directions (e.g., 135o). 300 

Also, the horizontal aspect ratios influence the roof wind pressures of the T-shaped cases moderately 301 

for the investigated ratio range from 1.3 ((L+L’)/W) to 2.3 ((L+L’)/W). 302 

Most critical negative pressure distributions 303 

After discussing the basic aerodynamics and local wind pressure distributions under different wind 304 

directions, the most critical pressure coefficients for all rectangular and complex models regardless of 305 

wind directions are presented in Fig. 13. Generally, the extreme suction appears along roof edges, hip 306 

and ridge lines on all types of roofs. Considering roof shape (gable and hip roofs) effects, larger critical 307 

suction as large as -4.6 appears along ridge lines and roof corners on the gable roof, compared with 308 

those critical pressure coefficients about -3.5 around the hip and ridge lines on rectangular hip roofs. 309 

For the building plan effect, it is clear that distinctively considerable suction occurs along both roof 310 

eaves on the sides of building re-entrant corners, comparing the results between rectangular and 311 

complex hip roofs. However, the influence of building plan is minimal for L- and T-shaped models. In 312 



 

 

addition, the horizontal aspect ratio impact is investigated to be moderate, again. 313 

Local wind pressure coefficients for critical pressure taps 314 

Based on the aforementioned analysis about critical pressure distributions, two sets of strategically 315 

critical pressure taps around hip and ridge corners, and on eaves around valleys, where larger peak 316 

suction appears among all pressure taps and tested models, are examined. 317 

Results of only a single critical model for each type of buildings are displayed in Figs. 14 and 15, 318 

neglecting the horizontal aspect ratio effects. Note that to obtain an effective comparison, a rotation for 319 

rectangular models was made as depicted by the model sketches in Figs. 14 and 15. Under this updated 320 

model orientations, the measured wind directions for rectangular buildings are converted from 0o to 90o 321 

and from 270o to 360o. 322 

In terms of hip and ridge corners (shown in Fig. 14), the critical wind directions appear around 45o, 323 

for rectangular- and complex-roofed buildings. Moreover, the most critical pressure coefficient occurs 324 

on the rectangular gable roof, exceeding -4. Hip roofs with L-, T-shaped and rectangular plans perform 325 

similarly in most cases, except those with non-rectangular plan views under the wind directions 326 

between 80o and 160o. The differences indicate the considerable impact of the downwind roof block of 327 

the T-shaped model under these wind directions. In addition, mean and peak pressures vary with 328 

similar trends like those findings of rectangular hip roofs presented by Ahmad and Kumar (2002). 329 

For the roof eaves around roof valleys, as shown in Fig. 15, considerable building plan impacts on 330 

wind pressures are observed, comparing rectangular and complex roofs. Wind pressure coefficient 331 

(uplift) of -3.5 occurs on the complex buildings, around the 45o wind direction, which exceeds that on 332 

the rectangular hip roof by as large as 70%. For most wind directions, the pressure trends of L- and 333 

T-shaped models are similar. Also, different pressure trends with smaller magnitudes (suction) are 334 



 

 

found for the gable roof. 335 

Characteristics of Area-averaged Wind Pressure Coefficients 336 

Following the previously presented critical local pressure variations associated with the safety of 337 

local roof components and cladding, area-averaged loads are significant for roof sheathings, accounting 338 

for both spatial variation and correlation effects of area wind pressures (Lin and Surry 1998). Therefore, 339 

the results of peak area-averaged loads on both rectangular and non-rectangular models for all wind 340 

directions were analyzed. 341 

Referring to the specified guidelines of ASCE-7 (2010), the uniform zone size (z) of edge zones 342 

was determined as 1 m in full scale controlled by the product of 0.1 times the width (10 m) of each 343 

hip-end roof component, versus the value computed by 0.4×h (0.4×5.8 m=2.3 m). Moreover, based 344 

on the experimental pressure distribution characteristics, refined roof edge zones were further broken 345 

into eave, ridge/hip, and end zones (Vickery et al. 2011), as indicated in Fig. 16 (a). Furthermore, the 346 

two and three vertical roof blocks/wings of L- and T-shaped buildings were named after the component 347 

“A/B” and “C/D/E” respectively, as also illustrated in Fig. 16 (a). Additionally, for L- and T-shaped 348 

roofs, considering the surface pressure asymmetry on two sides of ridge lines, area-averaged pressure 349 

computations were separated by different roof surfaces – namely the “outside” surface (off the side of 350 

the valley) and the “inside” surface (on the side of the valley), as shown in Fig. 16 (b). 351 

The tributary area for each pressure tap was chosen as 1 m2, as seen in Fig. 17. The combinations 352 

of effective areas associated with various series of pressure taps were based on the pressure distribution 353 

features, yielding more critical area-averaged loads acting on potential roof sheathings. Note that as the 354 

available results of gable roofs mainly act as a comparison reference to those of hip roofs, corner zones 355 

of gable roofs are not considered in the following analysis. 356 



 

 

Figure 18 presents area-averaged pressure results of the rectangular gable and hip roofs. Naturally, 357 

with increasing the tributary area, all area-averaged pressure coefficients decrease, especially for the 358 

gable roof with a notable reduction. Roof shape influences on area-averaged pressure trends are clear 359 

for gable and hip roofs. More considerable local and area-averaged suction appears in all four zones of 360 

gable roofs. Minimal horizontal aspect ratio effects are presented for hip roofs, where the result trends 361 

are similar and ranges are rather narrow. 362 

For L-shaped buildings, results of representative three models are presented in Fig. 19, including 363 

the comparable results of rectangular gable- and hip-roofed models for similar roof zones. Several 364 

interesting observations can be made compared with previous rectangular cases. 365 

(1) Regarding Zone 1 on both outside and inside roof surfaces, similar pressure trends and values 366 

of L-shaped models can be found, which also agree with those of the rectangular hip roof. In 367 

comparison with the rectangular gable roof, lower suction for small tributary areas is found on 368 

rectangular and L-shaped models with hip roofs. 369 

(2) Regarding Zone 2 along roof eave, more considerable suction on areas up to around 3 m2 is 370 

observed on inside roof surfaces of L-shaped roofs. On the contrary, smaller suction is found on both 371 

rectangular hip and outside surfaces of L-shaped roofs. Furthermore, the area-averaged results of the 372 

rectangular gable roof are critical for small tributary areas near roof corners. With the effective area 373 

increasing, these pressures for the gable roof decrease rapidly. 374 

(3) Another critical roof region is Zone 2 along ridge/hip, in which discrepancies are observed. 375 

First, the suction is weakened along the inside surfaces, as observed previously. Second, the 376 

area-averaged results are shown as two groups - pressure coefficients are reduced on the shorter roof 377 

blocks (Blocks A of models with L:W=7:7 and 9:7), especially for the results of inside surfaces. This 378 



 

 

indicates that both local and area-averaged wind pressures along the hip and ridge lines on the short 379 

blocks (Block A) are affected by other building blocks significantly. In fact, the most critical local and 380 

area-averaged suction also appears along the ridge on the rectangular gable roof. 381 

(4) Considering Zone 2 of gable/hip end, suction results of all models with hip roofs perform 382 

similarly, but values are much smaller than those for the gable roof case. 383 

The area-averaged pressures of T-shaped buildings are presented in Fig. 20, also divided into 384 

several different roof zones (e.g., Zone 1, Zone 2-eave), roof surfaces (Outside and Inside) and 385 

components (i.e., Components C, D and E). Note that rectangular models with gable and hip roofs and 386 

an L-shaped model (L:W=9:7) act as comparisons and references to investigate the performance of 387 

T-shaped models. Through the comprehensive comparisons, it is seen that for Zone 1, Zone 2 along 388 

roof eave and Zone 2 along ridge/hip on outside roof surfaces, T-shaped models perform quite similarly 389 

to the L-shaped cases, including the critical values and result patterns. However, regarding the inside 390 

roof ridge and hip lines, more fluctuating results indicate more influences induced by the more 391 

complex building plans. The result ranges for different components and buildings are wider. Similar 392 

wide ranges of results are also observed for Zone 2 along the gable/hip end. Therefore, for peak 393 

area-averaged pressure coefficients, T-shaped models are similar to the L-shaped cases, except for 394 

moderate fluctuations along inside ridge and hip lines, and hip-end edges. 395 

Through this process, the effects of roof shape and building plan appear to make a significant 396 

difference on area-averaged loads. The aspect ratio impacts are clear only for Zone 2 along ridge/hip 397 

lines on the short blocks (Block A) of L-shaped roofs. The results of T-shaped plans keep their general 398 

agreement with those of the L-shaped cases. 399 



 

 

Comparisons with Wind Code and Standard Provisions 400 

In this section, wind load provisions of ASCE-7 (2010) are selected to perform the comparisons 401 

with the current experimental results, to evaluate the suitability of the design wind loads applied to L- 402 

and T-shaped buildings. It must be pointed out that there are no provisions for complex L- and 403 

T-shaped roofs, so the rectangular roof specified in wind load code (ASCE-7 2010) has been used for 404 

comparison purposes. As mentioned previously, due to the various referenced requirements of the wind 405 

codes/standards and the wind tunnel tests, including the referenced wind velocity, upstream terrain 406 

simulations etc., the presented results of wind tunnel tests in this section have been transformed into the 407 

equivalent design wind pressure coefficients, eq( )GCp  as introduced in Eq. (5). 408 

In ASCE-7 (2010), the zone size (z) is mainly associated with mean roof heights and least 409 

horizontal dimensions, etc. However, it is questionable to determine a suitable “least horizontal 410 

dimension” for L- and T-shaped buildings between “L+L’, W” for certain entire building dimensions 411 

and “w” for certain local component dimension as labeled in Fig. 21 (e). Therefore, both specified 412 

pressure coefficients and the zone size in ASCE-7 (2010) were evaluated. 413 

Figure 21 shows the most critical area-averaged pressure coefficients for different roof zones on 414 

rectangular and complex buildings, as a good supplement. Roof zone sizes computed by dimension 415 

“W” vs “L+L’” and “w” are considered and plotted together to investigate the effectiveness of their 416 

performance. Note that L- and T-shaped buildings with larger “W” and “L+L’” are selected to act the 417 

examples, since their zone sizes (z) determined by “W” or “L+L’” are larger enough than those 418 

computed by fixed “w”, so that the comparison will be clear. 419 

Results obtained from “W” vs “L+L’” and “w” differ evidently, particularly on the interior zone 420 

(Zone 1), as shown in Fig. 21 (a). Since an adopted relatively larger reference dimension “W” or 421 



 

 

“L+L’” leads to a narrower interior zone with smaller local and area suction, these area pressures (Zone 422 

1) exceed moderately and nearly match the code-specified wind pressure coefficients, compared with 423 

those determined by “w”. However, for rectangular models, the ASCE-7 (2010) underestimates the 424 

measured wind pressure coefficients significantly, especially those for small areas, as also mentioned 425 

by Vickery et al. (2011). 426 

For the case of Zone 2 (Edge zones), different zone sizes calculated from “W” vs “L+L’” and “w” 427 

hardly affect the area-averaged pressures, as both the edge and end zone sizes determined by these two 428 

methods can envelop the area associated with critical measured test data. Considering the variation of 429 

area pressure coefficients, Fig. 21 (b) depicts the results for Zone 2 along roof end, where ASCE-7 430 

wind loading provisions cover all measured data of buildings with hip roofs leading to an 431 

uneconomical result. However, for the gable roof, the wind standard performs inadequately for 432 

tributary areas less than about 4 m2. Considering Zone 2 along roof eave as shown in Fig. 21 (c), 433 

generally most results are covered by the standard, except those underestimated local pressures of 434 

rectangular gable roofs with small effective areas. With an increase in tributary area, area-averaged 435 

pressure coefficients of the gable roof drop rapidly and become less than the design values. 436 

Furthermore, Fig. 21 (d) presents a comparison of critical experimental pressure coefficients with those 437 

prescribed by the standard for Zone 2 around roof ridge/hip. ASCE-7 (2010) provisions underestimate 438 

the tested results for gable and hip roofs with tributary areas ranging from 2 m2 to 10 m2, including 439 

rectangular and complex plans. 440 

In general, the current American wind standard (ASCE-7 2010) performs adequately for 441 

hip-roofed rectangular and complex shape buildings, except for Zone 1 for rectangular buildings and 442 

Zone 2 along ridge/hip with larger areas for rectangular and complex cases. Moreover, the design wind 443 



 

 

pressure coefficients of ASCE-7 (2010) for Zone 2 along hip ends are significantly overestimated. 444 

Finally, it is more suitable to utilize the entire L- or T-shaped roof dimensions such as “W” or “L+L’”, 445 

as opposed to the rectangular section only, to determine the least horizontal dimension of complex hip 446 

roofs. 447 

Summary and Conclusions 448 

Basic aerodynamic features, local and area-averaged wind loads on rectangular, L- and T-shaped 449 

plan-view buildings with gable or hip roofs sloped at 4:12 have been determined through 450 

comprehensive wind tunnel experiments. Moreover, the applicability of current wind provisions 451 

(ASCE-7 2010) for such geometries has also been evaluated. 452 

The most significant parameters, which affect local and area-averaged wind loads on roofs, are the 453 

shape of the roof (gable and hip) and the building plan (rectangular, L- and T-shaped). Considering the 454 

roof shape (gable and hip roofs) effect, hip roofs including rectangular and complex plans perform 455 

quite differently from the rectangular gable roof when subjected to wind and incur smaller local and 456 

area-averaged suction. Regarding the building plan (rectangular, L- and T-shaped) effect, it is 457 

recognized that wind load distributions on L- and T-shaped roofs are influenced by the wind separation 458 

from leading edges and by the upwind or downwind roof blocks. As a result, both similarities and 459 

differences exist on non-rectangular roofs under variable wind conditions, compared with rectangular 460 

cases. These can be summarized as follows: 461 

(1) When re-entrant corners of L-shape buildings are on the leeward sides, minimal differences in 462 

pressure coefficients of upwind roof blocks are found between L-shaped and rectangular buildings with 463 

hip roofs, for normal and oblique wind directions. 464 

(2) For the wind directing towards roof valleys, distinctive wind pressure characteristics for both 465 



 

 

upwind and downwind roof blocks are observed. Specifically, regarding the wind acting normally on 466 

the hip-end face (θ=0o or 90o), extreme suction decreases by almost 30% and 40% along the respective 467 

leading edge and the leeward hip line of the hip-end block on the side of the building re-entrant corner. 468 

However, more intensive negative pressure coefficients appear along the roof eaves near the roof 469 

valleys, especially for an oblique wind azimuth of about 45o. 470 

(3) In general, T-shaped buildings act to some extent like those of L-shaped plans in most cases, 471 

with similar wind conditions. 472 

Furthermore, length-to-width aspect ratio (ranging from 1.0 to 3.0) effects have also been found 473 

moderate for nearly all roof and building configurations, except for area-averaged loads for Zone 2 474 

along ridge/hip lines on short roof blocks of non-rectangular roofs. 475 

ASCE-7 (2010) is adequate for L- and T-shaped hip roofs, except for Zone 2 along ridge/hip with 476 

large areas, in which current measured results exceed the code-specified wind pressure coefficients. 477 

Finally, it is better to utilize the entire L- or T-shaped roof dimensions such as “W” or “L+L’”, as 478 

opposed to the rectangular section only, to determine the least horizontal dimension of complex hip 479 

roofs for use in the definition of roof zones. 480 
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Fig. 1. Tested models: plan views, dimensions, pressure tap layouts and wind directions 
 

 



 

  

(a) Basic tested models with pressure taps 

 

 
   

Hipped-end component Gabled component L-shaped valley component T-shaped valley component 

(b) Component models without pressure taps 

 
 

  

(c) Typical rectangular, L- and T-shaped models with gabled or hipped roofs as examples 

Fig. 2. Typical building models tested in the wind tunnel 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 3. Boundary layer wind tunnel at Concordia University (Front view) 

 

Enlarged view 

 



 

 

Fig. 4. Wind velocity and turbulence intensity profiles for open country terrain exposure 

 

 



 

 

 

    Present study Holmes (1983) Present study Holmes (1983) 

  Fig. 5. Mean wind pressure coefficient contours for gable roofs from present study and Holmes (1983) 

 



 

 

 

  

   

Fig. 6. Mean wind pressure coefficient contours for hip roofs from present study, Meecham et al. 

(1991) and Gavanski et al. (2013) 
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            (a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Most critical wind pressure coefficient contours from present study, Holmes (1983) and Xu & 

Reardon (1998): (a) Rectangular hip roofs, (b) Rectangular gable roofs 

 

 



 

 

 

 

         L:W=4:2, θ=0o L:W=4:2, θ=45o L:W=4:2, θ=90o 

 

          L:W=3:2, θ=0o L:W=3:2, θ=45o L:W=3:2, θ=90o 

 

          L:W=5:2, θ=0o L:W=5:2, θ=45o L:W=5:2, θ=90o 

Fig. 8. Pressure coefficient distributions on rectangular building roofs for different aspect ratios (L:W); 

and different wind directions, θ (0o, 45o, 90o) 

 



 

 

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=90o θ=135o θ=180o θ=225o θ=270o θ=315o 
(a) L×W=17.5 m×17.5 m (L:W=7:7) 

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=90o θ=135o θ=180o θ=225o θ=270o θ=315o 
(b) L×W=27.5 m×17.5 m (L:W=11:7) 

Fig. 9. Mean roof pressure coefficient distributions of L-shaped buildings for wind direction, θ of 0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o, 225o, 270o, 315o 
 

 



 

 

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=90o θ=135o θ=180o θ=225o θ=270o θ=315o 
(a) L×W=17.5 m×17.5 m (L:W=7:7) 

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=90o θ=135o θ=180o θ=225o θ=270o θ=315o 
(b) L×W=27.5 m×17.5 m (L:W=11:7) 

Fig. 10. Peak roof pressure coefficient distributions of L-shaped buildings for wind direction, θ of 0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o, 225o, 270o, 315o 

 

 



 

 

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(a) L×L’×W=17.5 m×7.5 m×17.5 m (L:L’:W=7:3:7)  

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(b) L×L’×W=17.5 m×7.5 m×22.5 m (L:L’:W=7:3:9)  

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(c) L×L’×W=22.5 m×7.5 m×22.5 m (L:L’:W=9:3:9)  

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(d) L×W=17.5 m×17.5 m (L:W=7:7)  

Fig. 11. Mean roof pressure coefficient distributions of T-shaped buildings for each aspect ratio, 

L:L’:W, and wind direction, θ of 0o, 45o, 135o 
 

 



 

 

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(a) L×L’×W=17.5 m×7.5 m×17.5 m (L:L’:W=7:3:7)  

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(b) L×L’×W=17.5 m×7.5 m×22.5 m (L:L’:W=7:3:9)  

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(c) L×L’×W=22.5 m×7.5 m×22.5 m (L:L’:W=9:3:9)  

 

θ=0o θ=45o θ=135o 
(d) L×W=17.5 m×17.5 m (L:W=7:7)  

Fig. 12. Peak roof pressure coefficient distributions of T-shaped buildings for each aspect ratio, L:L’:W, 

and wind direction, θ of 0o, 45o, 135o 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Most critical wind pressure coefficients from all wind directions 
 

 



 

 

Fig. 14. Wind pressure coefficients around hip and ridge corners for each wind direction 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 15. Wind pressure coefficients around roof eaves for each wind direction 
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(b) 

Fig. 16. (a) Roof pressure zones, (b) Sketch map for detailed roof surface definition 
 

 



 

 

Fig. 17. Pressure tap locations and tributary areas for different roof zones 

 

 



 

  

  

 

Fig. 18. Variations of peak area-averaged pressure coefficients for all wind directions with tributary 

areas for different roof zones on rectangular gable- and hip-roofed buildings 

 

 



 

  

  

  

  

Fig. 19. Variations of peak area-averaged pressure coefficients among all wind directions with 

tributary areas for different roof zones on L-shaped buildings 
 

 



 

  

  

  

 
 

Fig. 20. Variations of peak area-averaged pressure coefficients among all wind directions with tributary 

areas for different roof zones on T-shaped buildings 
 

 



 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  

(e) 

Fig. 21. Most critical area-averaged pressure coefficients for different roofs zones on rectangular 

and complex buildings: (a) Zone 1, (b) Zone 2 along gable/hip end, (c) Zone 2 along roof eave, (d) 

Zone 2 along ridge/hip, (e) Dimension definition and result legend 
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